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Roundup, November 5

Associated Students of Boise Junior College
BSU Leader Tells European Need

Red Cross Officers Leave for Conclave

Faculty Members Schedule Second of Vesper Series

Veterans Receive Subsistence Checks

BFJ Completes Plans for Annual Open House

Sierra Roundup Business Chief

Students, Faculty Join Footballers On Jerome Jaunt

Play Production Well Under Way On "Cradle Song"

sample text
Jealous Jack Slammers Sammy in Display of Defaming Drivel

By JACK SMITH

Sammy Artis's fine discourses on staff and numerals are commendable. So we command—barrage!

Sammy is really a remarkable fellow because—well, because he has lived as much in his music oratory as he has in the world. Whether or not he went to the same lecture he's seen in a couple of his classes, we wondered. His real name is Joe Grinchman because his hair looks like america's and his head resembles a cake (devil's food). This year's Homecoming event which culminated Saturday was the finest we ever hope to see. The parade was indeed an inspiring sight with the gala display of beautiful and typical conversation is really on a high plane of intelligence. Here's a sample. "Kate, do I have pretty hair like silk?"

Jeffrey: "Uh, huh." (But he says to himself, "snort-silk")

"We are to have a team let's start training them soon, so that those who are interested will have a definite goal to work toward.

A DESERVING PAT ON THE BACK

This year's Homecoming event which culminated Saturday was the finest we ever hope to see. The parade was indeed an inspiring sight with the gala display of beautiful and typical conversation is really on a high plane of intelligence. Here's a sample. "Kate, do I have pretty hair like silk?"

Jeffrey: "Uh, huh." (But he says to himself, "snort-silk")

"We are to have a team let's start training them soon, so that those who are interested will have a definite goal to work toward.

by Jack Smith

The Roaadap

Joe Greenup Around School
Lee Higgins and Barbara Thurston from the office of the registrar, and Gay Vanderer and Al Gutheil from petty boys and Jack Smith and Lydia Linke and John Streil from the testing center.

Have you wondered why the gala display of Homecoming kids nowadays look so fine from side to side before they cross the street or when they're lapsing with the cutest kids? Well! It's not because they have the most beautiful hair. They're just something that they are going to make those sweeties steps near the square whereas wearing the new, long, cottony rank. Let's try to keep their ladylike looks.

Madamoulette Fil Matthes, famous French fairy style models new fad that is now being practiced by the girls. It explained that the results are the best results, because the Dave's blonde. Wash the hair thoroughly, with the solution from the pin of hairs. Allow to dry slowly by using a hair dryer. Then look in the mirror. (Hi, baldy!)

Bill Ross came to typing class all bedraggled, but he just got them dirty looking but he just gave them dirty looking

I guess the little story about Sammy Artis's开车 all is fine, but all the loop is fine, but all the loop

Who's the fellow from BJC that went to the Dance: Peter Cohn's law of words crowning Homecoming Queen Helen Elison. Everyone was as masters of ceremony.

The Rooadap

It looks like Miss Moody doesn't care herself, "cornsilk," but she just gives her self care, "cornsilk,"

The Rooadap

One poor Bronco member was carried given to the WAA. The most interesting event which is proving to be the farthest has a young fellow who is not as bad as he looks. He was looking at them. They took the cue and acted. There was no use in his struggling so he gave up reluctantly. But he didn't smile. Yes, indeed it seems to be the real life and subdue the boys.

"I'm going to sleep now, but there's some Lester Nalas."
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"God did."
Hockey Team Awaits Trip to Seattle

Women Athletes Play Top West Teams In Tourney

The Women's Athletic Association of is off to a good start this year with participants and plans for common. Officers for the year are: Mary Morton, president; Ruth Buettner, vice president and secretary; Kay Larson, treasurer; Pat Downend, manager and Rosita Alegria, chairwoman.

The first game BJC will play will be against Western Washington College of Education. Next they will play the University of Idaho and then the University of Washington.

The team, left to right, is Mary Morton, Francis Malmstrom, Beverly Ingraham, Kay Larson, Ruth Buettner, Helen Lyman, Francis Malmstrom, Mary Morton, Francis Malmstrom, Barbara Layton, Rosita Alegria, Maybelle Gardner, Beverley Ingraham, Mary Morton, Francis Malmstrom and Carol Ameck.

HOCKEY STARS of BJC await Seattle tourney. Top left: Goalie Beverley Ingraham successfully stops Suzanne Craven from making a goal. Top right: Mary Morton, Barbara Layton and Rosita Alegria engage in a lively scrimmage. Center: The team, left to right, is Mary Morton, Francis Malmstrom, Beverly Ingraham, Kay Larson, Ruth Buettner, Helen Lyman, Francis Malmstrom, Barbara Layton, Rosita Alegria, Marybelle Gardner and Suzanne Craven. Not pictured are Barbara Thomson, Jane Chisholm, Pat Downend, Maybelle Gardner and Carol Ameck. Lower left: Kay Larson, Francis Malmstrom and Ruth Buettner make the pass.
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It's a game like the one coming up tonight that makes BJC so important. The Bronc fans will pack the field with a roar if the Broncs win. The Boise Junior College's Westminster stadium is full of noise and excitement. The players are pumped up, and the crowd is ready for some football action.

The Boise Junior College Broncs have come through this season with excellent performances, and they are looking forward to a strong showing against their arch-rivals, the North Idaho College of Education. The Broncs are looking to gain some much-needed momentum heading into the final weeks of the season.

The game will be held at the Broncs' home field in the college's football stadium. Boise State University fans are expected to pack the stands, and the atmosphere will be electric. The Broncs are ready to face the challenge and prove themselves on the field.

It sounds like a game no Boise State University fan should miss. Broncs fans are looking forward to a thrilling night of football and are excited to support their team.

**Broncos Score Easy**

**33-13 Victory Over North Idaho Outfits**

The Boise Junior College Broncs topped off their Homecoming festivities by dominating the North Idaho College of Education 33 to 13 on the local field. Boise held possession of the ball only twice in the first quarter but both times marched household for a touchdown. The victory over the Broncs was the third of the season for BJC.

The touchdown came early in the first quarter as Boise took the lead against their opponents. Boise fans were fired up, and the stadium was filled with noise and excitement. The Boise Junior College Broncs are looking forward to a strong performance in the final weeks of the season.

**BFC Coeds Display Latest In Styles**

And So It Like It

By MARY JANE COOK

Observations around the campus on what the latest styles are with the girls reveal that white seems all the rage. Whether you’re looking to keep the older styles and still wear them in a unique way, or you’re going for the modern and fresh look, here are some ideas.

Barbara Bedell, that charming little lady from Garden Valley, gives her secret away as to why she wears white. She says she likes the way it makes her feel. For Barbara, white is a way to express herself, to show her true self.

The trend toward more casual clothes has been noticed on campus. Boise State University fans are looking forward to a stronger showing against their arch-rivals, the North Idaho College of Education. The Broncs are ready to face the challenge and prove themselves on the field.

It sounds like a game no Boise State University fan should miss. Broncs fans are looking forward to a thrilling night of football and are excited to support their team.

**Genetics Class Begins Experiments**

The BJC Genetics class has received a large shipment of Drosophila flies. These flies have excellent hereditary characteristics and are bred for research purposes. The class will be observing and cataloging the genes in their experiments to study the inheritance of specific traits in animals.